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Abstract
We present the discovery of a low-mass comoving system found by means of the NOIRLab Source
Catalog DR2. The system consists of the high proper-motion star LEHPM 5005 and an ultracool
companion 2MASS J22410186-4500298 with an estimated spectral type of L2. The primary (LEHPM
5005) is likely a mid-M dwarf but over-luminous for its color, indicating a possible close equal mass
binary. According to the Gaia EDR3 parallax of the primary, the system is located at a distance of
58 ± 2 pc. We calculated an angular separation of 7 2 between both components, resulting in a
projected physical separation of 418 au.
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The NOIRLab Source Catalog (NSC) (Nidever et al. 2021) is a catalog of most of the public image data
in NOIRLab's Astro Data Archive. These images come from telescopes in both hemispheres
(CTIO−4m+DECam, KPNO−4m+Mosaic3 and Bok−2.3+90Prime) and cover ∼35,000 square degrees
of the sky. The second NSC public data release includes more than 3.9 billion single objects with over
68 billion individual source measurements. It has depths of ∼23rd magnitude in most broadband filters,
accurate proper motions and an astrometric accuracy of ∼2 mas. The NSC can measure motions to
several magnitudes beyond the Gaia limit for sources of all colors, which makes it an excellent resource
for discovering rare moving late-type objects and their possible companions.
2. Discovery Method
The system has been discovered by cross-matching a list of previously identified brown dwarf
candidates with the NSC DR2 catalog, and by comparing their respective proper motions. The list of
brown dwarf candidates was obtained by employing NSC DR2 proper motions and photometry. Using
the z, i and Y filter bandpasses along with the relations described in Carnero Rosell et al. (2019), we
were able to determine an appropriate color cut for the brown dwarf selection. Candidates having
proper motions below 100 mas yr  have been discarded from the selection to reduce the number of
false positives and to provide proper motions significant enough to be visually confirmed by blinking
images of different epochs.
By following this method, we identified the high-proper motion star known as LEHPM 5005 and its
ultracool companion 2MASS J2241-4500.
3. System Characteristics
Both components of the system have NSC DR2 detections with high significance proper motions. We
determined a difference in proper motion between the primary and the secondary of less than 0.5 mas
yr  in R.A. and less than 3.8 mas yr  in decl. Furthermore, we find that the primary's proper motions




Table 1. Measured Parameters
Parameter Primary Secondary System Unit Reference
 LEHPM 5005 2MASS J22410186-
4500298
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(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)Parameter Primary Secondary System Unit Reference
 LEHPM 5005 2MASS J22410186-
4500298
   
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
ASTROMETRY
α 340.2579184 ± 0
002945
340.2595948 ± 0 00365 ⋯ deg 1





270.602 ± 1.938 271.007 ± 1.724 ⋯ mas
yr
1
−150.33 ± 2.114 −146.575 ± 1.809 ⋯ mas
yr
1
273.035 ± 0.404 ⋯ ⋯ mas
yr
2
−154.157 ± 0.509 ⋯ ⋯ mas
yr
2
ϖ 17.1738 ± 0.6061 ⋯ ⋯ mas 2
PHOTOMETRY
G 17.61 ± 0.007 ⋯ ⋯ mag 2
G 15.668 ± 0.004 21.101 ± 0.023 ⋯ mag 2
G 14.245 ± 0.004 19.38 ± 0.089 ⋯ mag 2
g 18.042 ± 0.001 ⋯ ⋯ mag 1
r 16.452 ± 0.001 22.336 ± 0.036 ⋯ mag 1
i ⋯ 20.117 ± 0.008 ⋯ mag 1
z 13.795 ± 0.001 18.684 ± 0.005 ⋯ mag 1
Y 13.516 ± 0.001 18.154 ± 0.014 ⋯ mag 1
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Parameter Primary Secondary System Unit Reference
 LEHPM 5005 2MASS J22410186-
4500298
   
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
H 11.593 ± 0.026 15.371 ± 0.126 ⋯ mag 3
K 11.269 ± 0.023 14.611 ± 0.084 ⋯ mag 3
J 12.246 ± 0.001 16.202 ± 0.006 ⋯ mag 4
K 11.321 ± 0.001 14.728 ± 0.007 ⋯ mag 4
W1 11.103 ± 0.025 13.993 ± 0.135 ⋯ mag 5
W2 10.928 ± 0.023 13.714 ± 0.134 ⋯ mag 5
W3 10.827 ± 0.102 >12.362 ⋯ mag 5
W4 >8.603 >8.964 ⋯ mag 5
SPECTRAL TYPE
ESTIMATES
M M5 ⋯ ⋯ ⋯ 6
M5 ⋯ ⋯ ⋯ 6
G − G M6 L4 ⋯ ⋯ 6
M6 ⋯ ⋯ ⋯ 6
M6 ⋯ ⋯ ⋯ 6
⋯ L0 ⋯ ⋯ 7
M6 L3 ⋯ ⋯ 8
M6 L1,L2 ⋯ ⋯ 8
M4 ⋯ ⋯ ⋯ 8
FUNDAMENTALS
Teff 3014 ± 157 ⋯ ⋯ K 9
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Parameter Primary Secondary System Unit Reference
 LEHPM 5005 2MASS J22410186-
4500298
   
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Radius 0.318 ± 0.017 ⋯ ⋯ R 9
Mass 0.297 ± 0.026 ⋯ ⋯ M 9
Luminosity 0.00753 ± 0.00241 ⋯ ⋯ L 9
Density 9.2360 ± 0.6912 ⋯ ⋯ ρ 9
Rotation period 4.55 ⋯ ⋯ d 10
KINEMATICS
Distance 58 ± 2 ⋯ 58 ± 2 pc 11




Separation ⋯ ⋯ 7.2 '' 11
Projected physical
separation ⋯ ⋯ 418 AU 11
Notes. References: (1) Nidever et al. (2021), (2) Gaia Collaboration et al. (2021), (3) Cutri et al. (2003), (4)
McMahon et al. (2021), (5) Cutri et al. (2021), (6) Kiman et al. (2019), (7) Carnero Rosell et al. (2019), (8) Best
et al. (2018), (9) Stassun et al. (2019), (10) Gunther et al. (2020), (11) This work.
Most likely contaminated by the primary. Calculated using D = 1/π. Calculated using Gaia EDR3
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We calculated a distance of 58 ± 2 pc for the primary using its Gaia EDR3 parallax. Although the
secondary has Gaia DR2 and EDR3 detections, neither data release includes a parallax measurements
for this source. Since the secondary is listed in 2MASS and VISTA VHS DR6 (McMahon et al. 2021),
we can use the J − K color to perform a spectral type estimate and calculate its photometric distance.
We determined a spectral type of L3 for the 2MASS J − K color and a spectral type of L2 for the VHS
DR6 J − K color, resulting in photometric distances between 47.8 and 51.3 pc using the 2MASS
photometry and between 59.8 and 60.2 pc using the VHS DR6 photometry. The spectral type estimates
and corresponding absolute magnitudes, necessary to calculate the photometric distances, were derived
from the relations reported in Best et al. (2018).
We used the NSC DR2 positions of both components to compute their angular separation of 7 2,
corresponding to a projected physical separation of 418 au. The position of the primary was corrected
for proper motion to the epoch of the secondary. Using the Gaia EDR3 parallax and proper motions of
the primary, we calculated a tangential velocity of 87 ± 3 km s  for this system.
We estimated spectral types between M4 and M6 for the primary and between L0 and L4 for the
secondary, resulting in a mean spectral type of M5.5 for the primary and L2 for the secondary (Table 1
Spectral types). These spectral type estimates were obtained by employing Gaia EDR3, NSC DR2,
2MASS, VISTA VHS DR6 and AllWISE photometry (Table 1 Photometry) and by applying the
relations described in Kiman et al. (2019), Carnero Rosell et al. (2019) and Best et al. (2018).
Physical properties of the primary were determined in Stassun et al. (2019) and given in Table 1
Fundamentals.
4. Chance Alignment Probability
We calculated two chance alignment probabilities, one without a distance constraint and one with the
previously calculated photometric distances of the secondary.
If we use no distance constraint and a proper motion matching tolerance of ±10 mas yr , we find that
the secondary has 52 Gaia EDR3 proper motion matches over the entire sky, corresponding to a chance
alignment probability of 3.61 × 10  that one of these 52 would randomly happen to fall within a radius
corresponding to the distance at which a mid-M dwarf could retain, with ∼50% probability, a
companion over the age of the system. For this purpose, we assume an age of ∼5 Gyr, which for a











If we additionally put in a distance constraint of 47.8 pc < d < 60.2 pc, this decreases the number of
Gaia EDR3 matches to 9 over the entire sky and the chance alignment probability accordingly goes
down to 6.25 × 10 .
Alternatively, we used the CoMover code from Gagné et al. (2021), which is based on models instead
of catalog data, and obtained a chance alignment probability of 6.65 × 10 . This result appears to be
consistent with the chance alignment probability previously calculated using a distance constraint.
5. Discussion
We found that the primary has a substantially high Gaia RUWE of 7.9 in DR2 and 14.0 in EDR3.
According to the Gaia DR2 documentation, the RUWE is expected to be around 1.0 for sources where
the single-star model provides a good fit to the astrometric observations. A value significantly greater
than 1.0 could indicate that either the source is non-single, or problematic for the astrometric solution.
Given the system's angular separation of 7 2 and the Gaia effective angular resolution of 0 4 (DR2),
we can exclude that the high RUWE is caused by the actual secondary.
The primary is over-luminous for its color, indicating that it is very likely a close binary. Its position on
the Gaia color–magnitude diagram and its high RUWE (Belokurov et al. 2020) (Penoyre et al. 2020),
increasing between data releases, seem to confirm that hypothesis.
Furthermore, the primary finds mention in Gunther et al. (2020), a catalog of 8695 flares from 1228
stars in TESS sectors 1 & 2, which may be a further hint of binarity, since close binaries can cause
flaring and a more rapid rotation.
This work has made use of data provided by:
The European Space Agency (ESA) mission Gaia ( https://www.cosmos.esa.int/gaia), processed
by the Gaia Data Processing and Analysis Consortium (DPAC, 
https://www.cosmos.esa.int/web/gaia/dpac/consortium). Funding for the DPAC has been provided
by national institutions, in particular the institutions participating in the Gaia Multilateral
Agreement.
The Astro Data Lab at NSF's National Optical-Infrared Astronomy Research Laboratory.
NOIRLab is operated by the Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy (AURA),








Re-normalized Unit Weight Error.
